In this paper, the mechanism governing the particle-fluid flow characters in the stepped pipeline is studied by the combined discrete element method (DEM) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model (CFD-DEM) and the two fluid model (TFM). e mechanisms governing the gas-solid flow in the horizontal stepped pipeline are investigated in terms of solid and gas velocity distributions, pressure drop, process performance, the gas-solid interaction forces, solid-solid interaction forces, and the solidwall interaction forces. e two models successfully capture the key flow features in the stepped pipeline, such as the decrease of gas velocity, solid velocity, and pressure drop, during and after the passage of gas-solid flow through the stepped section. What is more important, the reason of the appearance of large size solid dune and pressure surge phenomena suffered in the stepped pipeline is investigated macroscopically and microscopically. e section in which the blockage problem most likely occurs in the stepped pipeline is confirmed. e pipe wall wearing problem, which is one of the most common and critical problems in pneumatic conveying system, is analysed and investigated in terms of interaction forces. It is shown that the most serious pipe wall wearing problem happened in the section which is just behind the stepped part.
Introduction
In industries, there are always increasing needs to convey large quantities of bulk solids over a long distance (up to 1-2 km). In such cases, the long-distance high-pressure dense-phase pneumatic conveying systems are usually employed. is system mainly consists of storage pumps, conveying pipelines, and cyclone separators. In such a system, the stepped pipeline rather than conventional pipeline is usually used. is is because that, in the conventional pipeline and high-pressure conditions, the gas and solid velocities will be too high at the end of the pipeline due to the compressibility of the gas. High velocity can cause solids attrition, pipe wear, and a large pressure loss. A large pressure loss also means that more power is needed for the transportation. erefore, keeping the conveying air velocity as low as possible is very important. e stepped pipeline ( Figure 1 ) provides a solution for this problem.
Although the advantages of using stepped pipelines are considerable compared to single-bore pipelines, the use of stepped pipelines in high-pressure systems has been a long and slow development. Part of this was probably due to the lack of understanding of the mechanisms governing the gas-solid flow characters in the stepped pipeline. ere was very little published information on the subject, and only a few universities, on a worldwide basis were undertaking research in the area [2] . In the last decade, more and more researchers paid attention to this area, but published information is still limited.
Generally, studies on gas-solid flows in the stepped pipelines have employed two methods of investigation: experimental and numerical simulation methods [3] .
In the experimental investigation category, Tashiro et al. [4] [5] [6] [7] studied the sudden expansion of a gas-solid two-phase flow in a pipe when the flow direction was vertically downward and upward, in addition to investigating the influence of the diameter ratio of a sudden expansion circular pipe in the case of a gas-solid two-phase flow. Further, velocities of solid particles and gas phase when flowing through a sudden expansion in the vertical stepped pipeline have also been measured by several authors [8] [9] [10] . Solid particles have been found to move faster than the carrier fluid almost everywhere in the expanded flow region, and conversely, small particles (i.e., submicron particles) are captured by the recirculating flow, from which the large particles with a high inertia could escape. Founti and Klipfel [11] investigated the effects of particle-to-particle collisions on the characteristics of the particle motion in a vertically downward flow through a sudden expansion, both experimentally and computationally. Experiments and predictions demonstrated that, for semidense sudden expansion flows, particle dispersion is mainly controlled by the relative magnitude of the time elapsed between successive collisions, the local value of the particle relaxation time, and the eddy time scale. e details of laminar axisymmetric sudden expansion flows such as the distance to the reattachment, redevelopment length, and strength of the recirculating flow have also been widely investigated through a flow visualization technique [12, 13] and particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements [14] . ese results are useful in solving some practical problems. However, the flow direction in most of these researches is vertically downward and upward. e microcosmic mechanisms underlying the gassolid flow in a horizontal stepped pipeline are still not clearly understood. In principle, computer modelling and simulations can overcome this problem.
In the numerical simulation investigation category, Gundogdu et al. [15] analysed the pressure loss through a sudden expansion in two-phase pneumatic conveying lines and developed a new model called the slip flow model, which takes into account the slip velocity between gas and solid phases, evaluated by coupling the well-known separated flow model with the empirical slip ratio predictions in the literature. Bae and Kim [16, 17] studied the pressure losses in turbulent flows through axisymmetric sudden expansions and the effect of Reynolds number with the two fluid model (TFM). e obtained results showed that for the cases where the jet remains attached to the chamfer surface, the reattachment length, separation point, and irreversible pressure drop occurring from the sudden expansions are less sensitive to the Reynolds number. A great progress has been made in the understanding of the mechanism governing the complex gas-solid flow in stepped pipelines by using the numerical approach, and what should be pointed out is that almost all the numerical studies have been based on the TFM. TFM is preferred in process modelling and applied research because of its computational convenience. However, as pointed out by Zhu et al. [18, 19] , the TFM approach is unable to model the discrete flow characteristics of particles of different properties. Without the particle scale information about the mechanisms governing the gas-solid flow, the design, optimization, and scale-up of the stepped pipeline and its further application will be hindered. Luckily, the discrete flow characteristics of particles can be studied by the combined discrete element method (DEM) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model (CFD-DEM) [20, 21] . CFD-DEM model can obtain particle scale information which is useful for fundamental understanding while TFM can model industrial scale system [22, 23] where billions of particles are encountered. Some cases studied by the TFM are hard to be modelled by the CFD-DEM model due to limited computational resource. To maximize the advantage of TFM and CFD-DEM, both will be used to study the gas-solid flow in a horizontal stepped pipeline. e TFM will be used in this paper to investigate the mechanisms governing the gas-solid flow in relatively macroscopic view, in terms of solid and gas velocity distributions, pressure drop, and process performance. e flow characteristics in the stepped pipeline in the particle scale will be studied by using the CFD-DEM method. Meanwhile, the reason of large size solid dune and pressure surge phenomena suffered in the stepped pipeline will be investigated macroscopically by TFM and microscopically by CFD-DEM. e section in which the blockage problem most likely occurs in the pipeline will be confirmed. e pipe wall wearing problem, which is one of the most common and critical problems in pneumatic conveying system, will be analysed in terms of interaction forces.
Mathematical Model
e TFM [18, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] and CFD-DEM [18, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] used for the present work has been well documented in the literature. For brevity, only a brief description of these two methods is given here.
Both the solid and gas phases are treated as continuum phases in TFM. ere are two sets of governing equations in TFM: one is called Model A and the other Model B [25] . e major difference between Model A and Model B is that Model A assumes that gas and solid phases share the pressure while Model B assumes that pressure only acts on gas phase. Both the Model A and Model B can give similar results [18, 27] . In this work, Model B is used. us, the conservations of mass and momentum in terms of the local mean variables over a computational cell are given by zε zt
where ε, u, and t are, respectively, porosity, fluid velocity, and time; ρ f , P, F pf , τ, and g are the fluid density and pressure, volumetric particle-fluid interaction force (F fp � k c i�1 f pf,i , where k c is the number of particles in a CFD cell), fluid viscous stress tensor, and gravity acceleration, respectively. e frictional force is one of the most important forces on a particle by its surrounding fluid. e model formulation for the frictional force in TFM is
where F f is the force of friction exerted by each surface on the other; μ is the coefficient of friction, which is an empirical property of the contacting materials; and F N is the normal force exerted by each surface on the other, directed perpendicular to the surface. For the CFD-DEM, the solid phase is treated as a discrete phase and described by the so-called discrete element method [34] . According to the model, the translational and rotational motions of a particle at any time, t, can be described by Newton's law of motion:
where m i , I i , and V i and ω i are, the mass, moment of inertia, and translational and rotational velocities of particle i, respectively. e forces acting on particle i are the gas-solid interaction force, f pf,i , interparticle forces between particles i and j, which include the contact forces, f c,ij , and viscous damping forces, f d,ij , and the gravitational force, m i g. In this model, the gas-solid interaction force includes viscous drag force (f d,i ) and pressure gradient force (f pg,i ). e interparticle forces are summed over the k i particles in contact with particle i. Torques, T ij , are generated by tangential forces and cause particle i to rotate, because the interparticle forces act at the contact point between particles i and j not at the particle centre. M ij is the rolling friction torque that opposes the rotation of the i th particle. e governing equations of gas phase are the same as those used in TFM [25] . e TFM used in this paper is based on the commercial ANSYS software and the CFD-DEM method used is based on the in-house codes developed by "SIMPAS" group at the Monash University. To take the advantages of the CFD developments already available, we have extended our CFD-DEM code with the commercial software Fluent as the platform, achieved by incorporating a DEM code into Fluent through its User Defined Functions (UDF). e computational domain for particle and fluid phases is the same, with the boundary meshes automatically generated in Fluent for the considered systems. e coupling of DEM and CFD at different time and length scales is achieved using the same scheme as that in our previous studies [33, [37] [38] [39] [40] .
Simulation Conditions
e stepped pipe investigated in this paper is sketched in Figure 2 (a). e first half part of this pipeline is a conventional pipeline of 324 mm diameter, the second half part of it is a conventional pipeline of 400 mm diameter, and the total lengths of it is 34 m. ere is a gradual expansion part between the two conventional pipeline parts. Figure 2 (b) shows a part of the computational domain for the stepped pipeline; note that the whole computational domain of the stepped pipeline contains 83,000 structured CFD grids. In the TFM and CFD-DEM modelling, not periodic boundary, inlet and outlet is used to make the simulation conditions closer to real situation. All the simulations in this study are 2D. e other material properties and operational variables are shown in Table 1 . As stepped pipelines are usually used at a high pressure, the density of gas phase used here is 2.45 kg/m 3 .
To illustrate the improvement in the stepped pipeline, two single bore pipelines are also studied for the comparison purpose. e first conventional single pipeline has a 324 mm pipe diameter, which is the same as the first half part of the stepped pipeline. e second conventional single pipeline has a 400 mm pipe diameter, which is the same as the second half part of the stepped pipeline. Just one conventional single pipeline is sketched here for brevity (Figures 2(c) and 2(d)).
e computational domains of the conventional pipelines of 324 mm and 400 mm diameters contain 28000 and 34600 structured CFD grids, respectively.
Results and Discussion

Working Mechanism of the Bypass System
For a given pipeline system, the pressure drop with gas only flow can provide a useful reference. For example, during the industrial application, if the pressure drop with gas only flow is higher than the referenced value, it may reflect that some conveying materials are still left in the pipeline, a material build-up on the pipeline walls, or even a partial blockage in the pipeline. Up to now, investigations on the empty stepped pipeline pressure drop has not been reported. In this study, the pressure drop is defined as the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet of the conveying pipeline. e empty stepped pipeline pressure drop will be studied firstly. For comparison purpose, the pressure drop results of empty single pipelines will also be considered, and the results are shown in Figure 3 .
It can be seen very clearly that with an increase in air mass flow rate, the empty-line pressure drop in the single pipe goes up exponentially. Similar simulation results are obtained for the stepped pipes, but the increase is gentler. What is more, the stepped pipe has the smallest empty-line pressure drop. e empty-line pressure drop value of the stepped pipe is only about half of the 324 mm single pipe. Although the second half part of the stepped pipe has the same diameter with the other single pipe, 400 mm, the pressure drop value is still smaller than that of the single pipe. Besides, the results also indicate that the 400 mm diameter single pipe has a lower pressure drop than that of the 324 mm diameter single pipe. e empty-line pressure drop goes down with the increase of single pipe diameter for gas only flow.
For a fixed solid flow rate and solid loading ratio, many reported researches show that the stepped pipe can reduce the pressure drop by a large amount compared to a conventional single pipeline [1, 41] . In this study, the solid mass flow rate is 88 kg/s while the air mass flow rate is 1.5 kg/s. Keeping the same solids and air mass flow rates, the gas-solid flows in the stepped pipe and conventional single bore pipes with 324 mm and 400 mm diameters are investigated. e distribution of static pressure near the stepped section can be seen from the numerical simulation results ( Figure 4 ). e variations of the pressure drop in the stepped and single pipes can be seen in Figure 5 .
It can be seen from Figure 4 that the static pressure changes more significantly in both sides of the stepped section than that in the stepped part itself. In addition, the first part of the stepped pipe has a more significant pressure drop change than that in the second part.
ese results indicate that the pressure drop is largely reduced when the gas-solid flow passes through the stepped section.
A characteristic feature of Figure 5 is that the fluctuations of the pressure drop are high, which are due to the appearance of the solid dunes that will be studied later on in other sections. is figure also shows that the pressure drops are 830 Pa, 1300 Pa, and 1050 Pa, for the stepped pipe, single pipe with 324 mm diameter, and the single pipe with 400 mm diameter, respectively. e stepped pipe has the lowest pressure drop compared to the other two conventional single pipes for the same mass flow rate and solid loading ratio, which agrees well with the experimental results of Mills [1] .
For investigating relationship between the pressure drop and air mass flow rate, the solid mass flow rate is kept at 88 kg/s. e single pipe of 400 mm diameter is studied to compare with the stepped pipeline. e simulation results are shown in Figure 6 .
It can be seen that the pressure drop goes up with the increase of air mass flow rate in the case of the stepped pipe. A lower pressure drop can be found in the case of the stepped pipeline compared with that of the 400 mm diameter single pipeline.
e results also indicate that the pressure drop difference between the stepped pipe and single pipe becomes larger with an increase in the air mass flow rate.
In addition, a lower pressure drop means lower energy consumption. e above results show that higher flow rates can be achieved with a lower pressure drop, resulting in less energy consumption for a given gas-solid flow in the stepped pipeline than that in the conventional single pipeline. e improvement of the performance is huge when the stepped pipeline is used, which agrees well with the theoretical analysis results [1] .
To study the effects of different pipe sizes on the pressure drop, three cases were studied. e first halves of the stepped pipelines are conventional pipelines of 243 mm, 283.5 mm, and 324 mm, and their second halves are conventional pipelines of 300 mm, 350 mm, and 400 mm diameters, e operational conditions are that they all have the same solid mass flow rate of 88 kg/s, and a fixed solid loading ratio. e simulation results are shown in Figure 7 .
It can be seen from Figure 7 that the pressure drop reduces with an increase in stepped pipeline diameter. ese results also indicate that the energy consumption decreases with increasing of pipe diameter for the stepped pipeline.
Gas Velocity.
For the study of gas velocity, cases of gas only flow in the stepped and other two single pipes of 324 mm and 400 mm diameters are studied firstly. e air mass flow rate is kept at 2 kg/s in each case. From Figures 8(b)-8(d), it can be seen very clearly that the stepped pipe has the lowest exit velocity. For the conventional single pipe, the results of Figures 8(c) and 8(d) also indicate that the gas only exit velocity decrease with an increase in pipe diameter. For the stepped pipeline, Figure 8 (a) reveals that there is a sudden decrease in gas velocity at the stepped part, which agrees well with Mills' theoretical analysis results [1] .
is is because the gas density goes down sharply at this part with the enlargement of pipe diameter size. e relationship between the air mass flow rate and exit gas velocity is also studied here ( Figure 9 ). A linear relationship between the gas velocity and air mass flow rate can be seen from Figure 9 for the stepped pipeline and conventional single pipelines. e stepped pipe has a lower exit gas velocity compared to the single pipe under the same operational conditions. With the increase of air mass flow rate, the difference between the exit gas velocity of the stepped pipe and those of single pipes becomes larger. e exit gas velocity decreases with an increase in single pipe diameter.
For the gas-solid flow, the gas velocity is very important. If the gas velocity is too high, the particle conveying velocity Stepped pipe diameter (mm)
Stepped pipe diameter will be high. A higher-speed material flow can cause an abrasive material to produce excessive and premature wear on the conveying line and other material-contact components. To study the gas velocity in the stepped pipe and single pipelines of 324 mm and 400 mm diameters, the solids mass flow rate is kept at 88 kg/s and solids loading ratio at 58.7. e numerical results are shown in Figure 10 . It can be seen from the Figure 10 that the gas velocity in the single pipeline of 324 mm pipe diameter is biggest. When the pipe diameter of single pipeline is increased to 400 mm (see Figure 10 (c)), a lower gas velocity can be found, but the gas velocity near exit is still higher than the exit gas velocity of the stepped pipe. e results also show how huge an improvement can be obtained by using a stepped pipe in the same situation. ere is a sudden change in the gas velocity when the gas-solid flow passes through the stepped part of the stepped pipeline. e gas velocity after the stepped point is about only half of the gas velocity before this point.
Solid Velocity.
For horizontal pneumatic conveying, the excessive wear and premature wear of the conveying line and other material-contact components, damage to friable material, the particle degradation, even blockages in the conveying pipeline, and so on are all directly or indirectly related to the velocity of solids. So, the study of solid velocity is very important. e study of the solid velocity is also started from a comparison between the stepped pipeline and two conventional single pipelines. e identical operational conditions, namely, a solid mass flow rate of 88 kg/s and solid loading ratio of 58.7 are used for all three pipelines. e results are shown in Figure 11 .
It can be seen from Figure 11 that the solid velocity is reduced largely when the gas-solid flow passes through the stepped section of stepped pipeline. e solid velocity is lower in the bottom part of all the pipes and is relatively higher in the upper part. Figure 11(b) shows that the solid velocity is higher over a longer section in the case of 324 mm diameter single pipeline than in the case of 400 mm diameter Stepped pipe 324 mm single pipe 400 mm single pipe Air mass flow rate (kg/s) Exit gas velocity (m/s) Figure 9 : Relationship between exit gas velocity and air mass flow rate in gas only flow in the TFM numerical method. 6 Mathematical Problems in Engineering single pipeline (Figure 11(c) ). It can be also inferred from the figures that the solid velocity decreases with the increase of pipeline diameter. In addition, the solid velocity in the second section of stepped pipeline is the lowest, compared to the solid velocity in the other two conventional single pipelines. is is one of the most important characteristics of pneumatic conveying with stepped pipeline systems, which is beneficial for the service cycle of conveying lines and the quality of the material conveyed.
Solid Dune/Pressure Surge Phenomena.
e stepped pipeline often suffers the appearance of large size solid dune and pressure surge phenomena in engineering. Shown as Figure 11 (a), the solid velocity in the upper part of first section of the stepped pipeline is very high, even the solid velocity in the bottom part of the first section is relatively high compared with conventional single pipelines. However, in the second section, there is a relatively thick layer of lowvelocity solids, which will obviously hinder the high velocity gas-solid flow coming from the first section. In this case, a pressure surge or a potential blockage will happen in the conveying pipe. is situation will be investigated through the change of distribution of solids volume fraction in the stepped pipeline, shown as following. Figure 12 shows the moving process of a solid dune formed through the stepped part of the stepped pipeline. e time interval between two consecutive snapshots is 0.2 s. It can be seen that the volume fraction of solids is high in the first part of stepped pipeline while it is low in the second part of the pipeline before the solid dune passes through the stepped section (Figure 12(a) ). A solid dune is formed when the flow of relatively high solid volume fraction in the first part meets with the flow of low solid volume fraction in the second part at the stepped section. is can be confirmed from a higher volume fraction at the entrance to the expanding section as can be seen from Figure 12(b) . Further, it should be noted that the highest solid volume fraction does not appear in the stepped section, but rather it appears when the solid dune has just passed through the stepped section, as seen from Figure 12 
Mechanisms Governing Solid Dune/Pressure Surge Phenomena.
e appearance of large-size solid dune increases the chance of potential blockage, and also causes the appearance of pressure surge due to the resistance from solid dune. A blockage is the most serious problem in the pneumatic conveying.
e system will stop working if the blockage appears during the working process of conveying. e pressure surge is very harmful to the conveying system too. If the conveying system's pressure surges, the conveying tubes may be damaged due to excessive pressure, and the material conveyed may also be degraded due to the solids being subjected to acceleration or deceleration within a short period of time, as a result of the pressure surge. So, exploring the forming reason of the solid dune in particle scale is very necessary.
It can be seen from Figure 12 that the appearance of large size solid dune is mainly in the stepped section of the stepped pipeline. Understanding the mechanisms governing the gas-solid flow in the stepped section in particle scale is the first and foremost condition to tackle this problem. As stated in the introduction part, the TFM model is preferred in process modelling and applied research. e CFD-DEM method is more suitable for the study in particle scale. erefore, the CFD-DEM method will be used in this section to study the gas-solid flow passing through the stepped part. What should be pointed out here is that the CFD-DEM study will base on a scaled down version of the stepped pipe used above, for the purpose of reducing the computational burden. e first part of the scaled-down stepped pipe is a single pipeline of 45.6 mm diameter, and the second part is a single pipeline of 56.3 mm diameter pipe. e total length of the stepped pipe is 10 m. e material properties and other variables are the same as shown in Table 1 . Figure 13 shows the CFD-DEM results of the spatial solid velocity changing process when a solid dune passes through the stepped section. e time interval between consecutive snapshots is 0.03 s.
It can be seen clearly form Figure 13 (a) that there is a high solid velocity layer in the upper part of first section of stepped pipeline, when a low solid velocity layer is in the bottom part of the first section. Further, it should be noted that the velocity of the "low-velocity" solids layer is still high compared to the solid velocity in the second part of the stepped pipeline. In Figure 13(b) , when the solids layer of high velocity in the first part meets the solids layer of low velocity in the second part, the high velocity solids layer from the first part flows ahead through the space above the low-velocity solids layer in the second part. A solid dune is formed at this point. But this solid dune is not moving ahead as a whole at this time. When the dune moves along the second part of stepped pipe, the high velocity layer in the upper part of the dune continually picks up a relatively thick layer of solids of low velocity in front of it (Figure 13(c) ) and a large solid dune is formed. After that, the picked-up solids layer of low velocity is accelerated by the high-velocity solids layer in the upper part of the dune, and the dune moves ahead seemingly as a "whole" (Figure 13(d) ). But in fact, the upper part of the solid dune moves faster leaving the bottom part behind, and the solid dune "collapses" and disappears gradually (Figure 13(e) ). ese phenomena are similar to the observations reported in the experimental work of Wypych and Yi [42] and the simulation study by Kuang and Yu [43] . Figure 14 shows the distribution of time-averaged solids concentration and porosity when a dune passes through the stepped section. Figure 14 indicates that a low solid concentration can be found in the stepped section, while a high solid concentration appears before and after the stepped section. Before the stepped section, the high solids concentration is in part due to the conveying pipe in this section being a single pipe, and the appearance of small dunes or clusters is a typical characteristic of the stratified flow regime; the hindering of the low-velocity solids layer in and after the stepped section also has an effect on this phenomenon. In the stepped section, the solids concentration is low and the porosity is high. e reason for the low solids concentration can be explained as follows: although the gas velocity is reduced largely in this section, due to the effects from the inertia and gravity, the solids can still flow ahead very smoothly. After the stepped section, a relatively high solids concentration can be found, and this is mainly due to the presence of thick layer of low-velocity solids in this section.
Forces Governing Particle Motion.
e motion of solids is governed by the forces acting on it. erefore, analysis of the collective interactions between solids, solids and walls, and solids and gas can help understand the underlying mechanisms. e interaction forces will be investigated in the following sections.
Gas-Solid Interaction Force.
e gas-solid interaction force mainly includes the gas-solid drag force and pressure gradient force (PGF), and it is the main driving force in the gas-solid flow. Figure 15 shows the normalized total and averaged forces acting on solids from gas for different solid loading ratios. For convenience, the solid-solid force and solid-wall force are also included in the figure. It should be noted that the forces on a particle are all normalized dividing by the gravitational force of the particle.
It can be seen from Figure 15 (a) that the total drag force decreases slightly and then increases gradually with solid loading ratio. is should be a result of comprehensive effect of gas velocity, solids concentration, and total number of solid particles. e total PGF increases with the solid loading ratio. e averaged drag force and PGF decrease with solid loading ratio. e increase of the total PGF should correspond to the total solid number increasing in the pipe with solid loading ratio ( Figure 16 ). Figure 16 indicates that the total particle number increases linearly with the solid loading ratio. e decrease of the average drag force and PGF should be due to the decrease of the velocity in the flow direction and decrease of pressure drop in the stepped pipeline. e total and averaged drag forces are both larger than the PGF, which should mean that the drag force is more dominant for the gas-solid flow in the stepped pipe. Figures 17 and 18 show the spatial distributions of gassolid drag force and PGF near the stepped section. It can be seen that the directions of gas-solid drag force and PGF are all dominantly in the gas-solid flow direction. So, both of them are positive.
is figure also shows that the spatial distributions of the gas-solid drag force and PGF are not uniform. It can be seen that both forces are lower in the stepped section than both sides. e spatial distribution of gas-solid drag force should correspond to the distribution of particle concentration (Figure 14) . Where the spatial concentration of particle is high, the gas-solid drag force will be high. e spatial distribution of PGF should correspond to the distribution of static pressure (Figure 4) , in which part the static pressure change is more significant, and the PGF should be bigger. Figure 18 shows the distribution of gas-solid interaction force in X and Y directions. It can be seen that the gas-solid interaction force in X direction is much larger than the force in Y direction. As the stepped pipe is horizontal and X direction is the gas-solid flow direction, this suggests that the gas-solid interaction force in X direction is more important in the horizontal pneumatic conveying system.
Solid-Solid Interaction
Force. Solid-solid interaction force relates directly to solid breakage, solid degradation, or attrition. e total and averaged solid-solid interaction force can be found in Figure 15 . e figure indicates that both the total and averaged solid-solid interaction forces are much larger than the gas-solid drag force, pressure gradient force, and solid-wall interaction fore, suggesting that the inclusion of solid-solid interaction is important in the modelling of gas-solid flows in pneumatic conveying.
Further, it can be seen form Figure 15 that the total solidsolid force and averaged force both increases with the solid loading ratio.
is is because the solid particles number increases with the solid loading ratio, and the larger the solids number in the pipe, the bigger the chance for solid-solid interactions. Figure 19 shows the spatial distribution of solid-solid interaction force when a dune passes through the stepped section. It can be seen clearly that the solid-solid force in the stepped section is lower than the forces in both sides, especially the section close to the stepped section in both sides. e high solid-solid interaction force in both sides of the pipeline is due to the solids concentration in these two sections being relatively high, and thus, solids have chance to collide with other solids. e reason for the low solid-solid interaction force in the stepped section can be explained as follows: due to the effect of inertia from the high velocity solids layer which comes from the section before the stepped part and gravity due to the change of pipe geometry, the solid velocity in this part is high (Figure 13 ) while the porosity here is also high (Figure 14(b) ), the solids distribution in this part is more "loose." us, the chance of solid collisions with other solids is low. From Figures 19(a)-19(d) , it can be seen that the solid-solid interaction force in the section which is just before the stepped part becomes smaller and smaller, while the force in the section just behind the stepped part becomes bigger and bigger. e reason for the force to become smaller and smaller is due to the solids dune in this part passing through the stepped section gradually, with less and less particles leaving there. e particle collisions become weaker gradually. e reason for the force to become larger and larger is mainly due to the hindering function of the thick low-velocity solids layer. During the moving process of the dune, the number of high-velocity particles which collide with the low-velocity solids after the stepped section increases gradually. erefore, as the solid velocity decreases, more and more particles collide with each other, and a long dune is formed, where the solid-solid interaction force reaches its maximum (Figure 19(d) ). Figure 20 shows the spatial distribution of time-averaged solid-solid interaction force. It can be seen very clearly form this figure that the solid-solid force in the stepped section is the lowest while the section which just behind the stepped part has the largest solid-solid force, and the section before the stepped part also has a relatively higher solid-solid force. Figure 20 further explains the phenomenon observed in Figure 19 and provides a better understanding of the mechanisms governing the gas-solid flow in the stepped section.
Solid-Wall Interaction
Force. Solid-wall interaction force is related directly to the wearing of conveying pipe wall which could be a serious problem for a pneumatic conveying system which needs to operate with high gas velocity. Until now, publications on the pipe wearing problem in the stepped pipeline are very limited. is problem will be investigated through the solid-wall interaction force in this section. e total and averaged solid-wall interaction forces are shown in Figure 15 . is figure indicates that the value of the total and averaged solid-wall interaction forces are much larger than the gas-solid drag force and pressure gradient force and only slightly lower than the solid-solid interaction force, suggesting that the inclusion of solid-wall interaction force is an important factor in the modelling of gas-solid flows in pneumatic conveying systems. More importantly, Figure 15 (a) indicates that the total solid-wall interaction force increasing with the solid loading ratio. is is due to the solids number increasing with the solid loading ratio (Figure 16) ; the larger the solids number in the pipe, the larger the number of particles that collide with walls. Figure 15(b) shows that the averaged solid-wall force decreases with the solid loading ratio. is may be caused by the "shielding" effect of low solid velocity layer. Not all particles can collide with the wall since some particles only collide with the other particles and bounce back after colliding with the wall [44] . Figure 21 shows the spatial distribution of time-averaged solid-wall interaction force near the stepped section. It can be seen that the particle-wall interaction force is the lowest in the stepped section. e reason for this is similar to the particle-particle interaction force in this section. e solids concentration in this part is very "loose." e solids which can collide with wall are limited. e solid-wall interaction force in the section before the stepped part is relatively large. is is due to the small solid dunes being formed in this part. Large solids concentration (Figure 14(a) ) appeared in this section, and the number of solids which collide with wall increase. e largest solidwall interaction force appears in the section which is just behind the stepped part. Due to the hindering effects of the thick low-velocity solid layer, the solids in the highvelocity solid layer coming from the stepped part collides intensely with the wall and low-velocity solids in this section. Hence, the solid-wall interaction force is larger in this area. A larger solid-wall interaction force means that more serious pipe wall wearing problem happens in this part, and this suggests that a suitable treatment, like increasing the pipe wall thickness in this section, should be done in industrial application based on the simulation works. So, this work not only just helps us understand the mechanisms governing the gas-solid flow in the stepped section better, but also is a good reference for better design, optimization, and scale-up of stepped pipelines. 
Conclusions
Both TFM and a CFD-DEM model have been used to study the gas-solid flow in a stepped pipeline. e mechanism governing the gas-solid flow in this system has been revealed through the investigation of pressure drop, gas and solid velocity, and gas-solid flow pattern. Comparison of the computational results with some published experimental work, simulation study, and theoretical analysis results reveals a good agreement. e appearance of large-size solid dunes and pressure surge phenomena suffered in the stepped pipeline have been studied too. e reason of the solid dune is that when the high-velocity solids layer meets with the low-velocity solids layer in the stepped part, a solid superposition phenomenon happens. When the dune moves along the pipe, the high velocity layer in the upper part of the dune continually picks up a relatively thick low-velocity layer of solids in front of it, the solids dune becomes larger and larger. e appearance of large size solid dune increases the chance of potential blockage and also causes the appearance of pressure surge due to the resistance from solid dune. e section in which the blockage problem most likely occurs in the pipeline is confirmed, the large size solid dunes are mainly formed in the section which is just behind the stepped section, and the blockage problem most likely occurs in this section. e forces governing the motion of gas and solids in the stepped pipeline and the effect of solids loading ratio have also been simulated and investigated. e pipe wearing problem in the stepped pipeline is explored through the distribution of particle-wall interaction force for the first time.
e computational results reveal that most serious pipe wall wearing problems happens in the section just behind the stepped part and that suitable treatment should be done for this part in industrial application.
Finally, it should be pointed out that the present study is carried out for large particles. For fine particles, the predictions may be different to some extent. us, the present study is largely preliminary, aiming to understand the
